


. Restoring and Adapting Shigar Fort / Palace
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Shigar fort or Fong Khar (in Balti, the ‘palace on the rock’) is located on the northern bank of a moun-
tain stream (nullah) that emerges from the mountains on the east separating Shigar from Thalle val-
ley. The stream roars past the neighbouring settlements of Khlingrong, Shilpa and Halpapa, through

the area of the bazaar and further west until it empties into the Shigar river, which irrigates the larger Shi-
gar valley. The Shigar river flows south a bare fifteen
kilometres before it meets the Indus at Skardu.

The old fortified palace and its annexes are situated
at the foot of almost vertical rocky cliffs rising sev-
eral hundred metres. Some two hundred metres
above the present location the ruined Khar-e-Dong
still stands – the ancestral fort of the Amacha rulers,
said to be dating from a time before the Amachas first
established their political control over the valley of
Shigar, possibly during the eleventh century AD.
Situated among orchards and fields, and at least one
formal garden (the Amacha Tsar), the fort complex
comprises several pieces of land measuring about
. hectares (fig. ).

Just to the east of the complex, nearer the nullah, on-
ly a few houses now remain of the village of Khlin-
grong besides its graceful, two-storeyed mosque –
one of the key monuments of Baltistan. To the
north and north-west lies the large village of
Shilpa, and further down the slope all the way to
the bazaar lies the settlement of Halpapa, both con-
taining historic mosques and imambarhas (places of
assembly). The three settlements cluster around the
old palace fort and have been the source of servants
and retinue for the raja and his court. Across the nul-
lah, to the south, lie the settlements of Dozukhpa,
Agepa and Bontopa. The unpaved approach road
leading to the fort compound starts near the polo

Fig. . Aerial view of Shigar fort in the Shigar 
oasis, with a sweeping view towards the Indus valley.

Fig. . View of the fort (centre) from the cliff above the fort 
(see also pls. , ). Shigar village is in the background.





ground, off the Skardu-Ashkole road, and
passes through these settlements before it crosses
the nullah on a timber bridge. 

THE BUILDING COMPLEX

The defensive base of the fort itself is formed by
a massive rectangular motte built of cyclopean
masonry and rising some five metres from the
ground (fig. ). This platform partly sur-
rounds a gigantic cone-shaped rock, which may
once have fallen off the spectacular cliffs just east
of the fort. It became occupied over three cen-
turies ago by several structures representing three
successive and distinct phases of horizontal ex-
pansion, to be called Modules I, II and III dur-
ing the conservation process (fig. ). 

The Old Palace
Of these three phases, two constitute the main
building mass in the form of two partly contigu-
ous buildings. The first of these buildings (Mod-
ule I) can easily be interpreted as a single, clearly
conceived and executed structure, with a distinct
and noble architectural expression. This is the
original Fong Khar (probably dating from the
seventeenth century AD), founded on top of the
conical rock. On the eastern side, the building
uses a structural system with weighted wooden
beams radiating out from the centre, allowing the
eastern stone and cribbage wall of the fort to can-
tilever some seventy-five centimetres over the
rock.1 Roughly rectangular in plan and with

walls forming a modular grid, Module I had earlier occupied a considerable area of the platform, in such
a way as to leave open terraces on the northern, western and southern sides. 

Substantial portions of the architectural features of this earliest structure still remain visible. Apart from
the typical cribbage-and-cator construction system, the structure shows massive carved beams along its
perimeter that define the cornice on the exterior, and a fine random rubble masonry (using naturally cleft
stone laid in lime mortar) that fills the timber framework integral to the wall structure. (See also chapter 
in this book.) Foundations uncovered during structural consolidation provided evidence of earlier walls
that had disappeared – evidence that would later support a partial reconstruction of missing elements. As
the overlying debris in the extant open spaces and within the extant structures was cleared, the remains of
a grand audience hall were revealed. Further examination of this sequence of rooms indicated its courtly

Fig. . View from the river of Shigar fort complex 
enveloped in scaffolding, seen from the south-east. 

Fig. . Site plan of Shigar fort/palace complex, which clearly 
identifies the three ‘modules’. For site details see plan fig. ,
which is turned by °. A larger plan of Shigar is in pl. .





character and use (entrance, audience, retiring rooms
for the ruler), even though one of them may have later
served as a kitchen for a prolonged duration of time.

A tower in the north-east corner of the platform, as
well as the rooms to the south that constitute the lower
two floors of Module II, were added a little later. The
added portions are structurally independent from the
original main structure and are separated from it by ver-
tical gaps that range in width from six to ten centi-
metres. As a result of these additions, significant
lengths of the carved timber beams that were a part of
the outer wall of the original structure later became en-
closed as important features of the interior. 

The rooms at the western and northern edge of the
platform, comprising Module III, constitute a struc-
ture that appears to be of lesser importance and archi-
tectural quality. During the works, it was discovered
from early twentieth century photographs that the
rooms of Module III had been low-value ancillary
structures, already subject to periodic changes. Mod-
ule III also includes a small mosque for the private use
of the family – much simpler and plainer in appear-
ance than the raja’s public mosque near the entrance to
the complex. Both Module II and III comprise rooms
that fulfilled a residential function. The residential
spaces are mainly sleeping rooms, some more elabor-
ate than others (such as the raja’s sleeping chambers
on the south-eastern corner). The residential part of
the complex contains subterranean chambers (built
into the body of the platform) that, together with the
rooms above, served as the traditional Balti compost-
ing latrines (chaqsa).

Upper floors were subsequently added to these base
structures. At one point in the early twentieth century
(when they were photographed by a visiting European party), these floors appear to have covered the plat-
form of the fort in its entirety, with at least one extra floor above the topmost rooms that were found at the
beginning of the project (fig. ), except for its north-western corner. The disappearance of these upper-
most rooms over the course of a few decades points to the utter neglect that the building had fallen into, its
ruin possibly hastened by the removal of structural timbers to be used in the construction of new premises
(see below) when the fort was abandoned. 

Figs. , . Entry-way to the fort from the south, 
past the Old House on the left and the Garden House 
on the right (before restoration).





At the inception of the project, most of the west-
ern flank of Module I did not exist any longer,
creating a courtyard-like hollow in the middle of
the platform (fig. , pl. ). Other than its
evocative quality of a historic ruin, this space did
not have any architectural or historical signifi-
cance, coming into existence as it did as a result
of the progressive collapse of the multiple floors
that covered the platform. Crude and tentative
rubble walls had been constructed enclosing the
gaping open sides of what remained of the ori-
ginal Fong Khar. Some of the original features,
such as carved central columns, had been used as
props and stays to secure the weakness of these
construction elements. 

The ‘Old House’
The building to the south of the fort is known as the Old House. Its lower floor had accommodated a horse
stable, a pen for keeping cattle and storage spaces for animal feed. It appears to have existed as the royal
stable for as long as the fort itself. The upper floor of this structure was built by the raja as new residential
accommodation when the old fort was abandoned in the middle of the twentieth century (fig. ). 

The ‘Garden House’
This modern building (now called the Garden House) was constructed by the raja’s family in the s on
the eastern edge of the enclosed traditional garden (Amacha Tsar), to replace the quarters in the Old House
which by then had become inadequate (fig. ). These new premises served most needs of the household
until  (when the raja built his new residence outside the fort complex), and included a large room that
served as a baithak. The Old House and the Garden House face each other, framing the roughly fifty metre
long access way from the modern gate to the entrance of the historic fort/palace.

The pool and pavilion in the Amacha Tsar
It is not known when this decorative square pool – the central feature of the garden – was built or what its
initial appearance was like (fig. ). Two photographs from the first half of the twentieth century show a
pavilion-like structure on the central platform of the pool, and a bridge that connected it to the main gar-
den. This pavilion was built by Raja Muhammad Azam Khan, the father of the present Raja Muham-
mad Ali Saba, in the first quarter of the twentieth century.2 At the time of the takeover of the site by the
conservation team, exquisitely carved marble bases that would have supported free-standing and attached
columns could still be found on the central platform. Although these marble bases appear in the photo-
graphs, their artistic quality, approaching the perfection of Kashmiri buildings of the high Mughal style,
appears strangely mismatched to the pavilion building. Knowing that nothing of a quality approaching
that of these column bases was built anywhere else in Shigar at the time the pavilion in the photographs
was built, one can safely deduce that the column bases have a provenance in an earlier building.

Fig. . An old photograph of Shigar fort from around 
showing upper floors on the north-east corner, which since collapsed.





The raja’s mosque
The raja’s public mosque is a handsome and ornate build-
ing adjacent to the entrance to the complex and is of sig-
nificant antiquity and artistic value. It is similar in form and
ornament to other mosques in the Shigar area: a single four-
bayed room with a central column support and a veranda
on the eastern side.

SHIGAR FORT AS A HERITAGE SITE

The Amacha family claims to have ruled Shigar for thirty-
three generations. According to sources quoted by A. H.
Dani, the Amachas begin with Cha Tham, a political fig-
ure from Hunza, who established the dynasty after upstag-
ing his master with the help of the local people.3 Other
sources describe the Amachas as having their origins in the
‘Hamacha’ tribe of Ganish, Hunza. When the Hamacha
tribe was massacred in Hunza, a few of its members man-
aged to flee to Shigar where they gained power and became
known as the Amacha dynasty. In either case, the passage
from Hunza would appear to have been taken across the
Hispar glacier, the Nunshik pass and the Arundo valley.
The present raja believes that the Amacha originally be-
longed to China.

Place and setting
Buddhist ruins in the vicinity of Shigar fort testify to the
lengthy human occupation of the site. Local people assert that the old Khar-e-Dong on the cliffs is as old as
the Buddhist monastery to its south, both these sites being part of the same settlement system. Shards dis-
covered at depths of between one and two metres near the base wall of the present Shigar fort, and terra-
cotta pipe sections excavated in the Amacha Tsar, bear witness to a rich pottery culture that appears to have
become extinct.4 In recent excavations in the Amacha Tsar, remains of a masonry wall with a lime render
were discovered at a depth of two metres.

Fong Khar is the last remaining structure associated with the ruling Amacha family. The oldest of them was
Khar-e-Dong, the fortification whose remains can still be seen high up on the cliffs overlooking the present
site. In all probability Khar-e-Dong was captured and destroyed by Mughal forces sent by Shah Jehan,5 in
aid of Hasan Khan Amacha, the twentieth of the line, who consequently became ruler in .6 The de-
struction of Khar-e-Dong probably necessitated the construction of the present Fong Khar, which is said to
have been built by Hasan Khan as the building where the business of the court was conducted. The pres-
ent members of the Amacha family refer to a third building, Razi Tham Khar, of which no trace remains.

The fort/palace is situated in a powerful natural setting, full of dramatic contrasts (figs. , ). The raw
natural quality of this scenery, softened by human settlement that began at least two millennia ago, offers

Fig. . The restored south front showing the massive 
stonework and reinforcing ‘cators’ forming 
the raised platform.





strong contrasts between rocky cliffs and cultivated terraces, as well
as between the continuous thunder of the nullah and the quiet
spaces within the garden-site and the buildings themselves. The
buildings are sited in an orchard-like environment, with traditional
and imported trees, some of them of considerable age (see chapter
). The steep rocky escarpment forming the background of the
palace, the stream passing in front of the complex and the many
irrigation channels meandering through a well-preserved and au-
thentic settlement, all account for the unique charm of the site.

Architectural significance
The architectural value of Shigar fort/palace in its earliest stages is
focused on Module I, where the exposed surfaces of the main fram-
ing timbers, on the exterior as well as the interior of the audience
hall and its adjacent spaces, are heavily and exquisitely carved (pl.
). The ornamental motifs of these elements bear evidence of the
first influences from metropolitan Kashmiri culture, while still re-
taining the flavour of a strong local idiom (see chapter  in this
book). In certain instances, as in the ornate beams and the engaged
columns of the audience hall, the Mughal/Kashmiri motifs are rel-
atively pure. In the free-standing column in the same space, or in
the pair of carved stanchions that were inserted to frame the door

opening introduced in the eastern wall of the audience hall, they occur in combination with earlier orna-
mental types (figs. , ). It cannot be said with any certainty whether these latter elements were not
brought from older buildings that had already evolved in the previous centuries. However elements like the
engaged columns, the spanning beams in the interior or the cornice beam on the exterior were certainly cre-
ated for this specific building. 

That the earliest architecture at Shigar fort is more akin to local and Ti-
betan archetypes is attested more strongly in its architectural typ-

ology. Most other residential forts in
Baltistan, exemplified by the forts at
Khaplu, Skardu and Kharmang,7

appear to be strongly influenced by
the Kashmiri manor-house prototype
such as the extant mansion in the
Zadibal neighbourhood of Srinagar.
This essentially domestic/palatial archi-
tectural type has a ground floor court-

Fig. . The projecting balcony of the top 
room (with missing jali windows).

Fig. . Plan of the ground floor (as found), 
on the top of the raised platform
(north is to the left).





yard associated with the entrance; the rooms are arranged in a regular grid on the four sides of the court-
yard, served by circumambulatory corridors or balconies on each upper floor. In contrast to this, the fort at
Shigar, as first built, was a complex of state rooms forming a tight rectangular assembly on the first level at
the top of the platform. The courtyard typical of Kashmiri influence had not yet arrived, nor could the ori-
ginal configuration of buildings ever have made it possible for a formal courtyard to exist. 

Until the late sixteenth century (when Kashmir became part of the Mughal Empire), Kashmiri influences
in Baltistan had been balanced by Central Asian overlordship and by remaining religious and cultural ties
with Tibet and Ladakh that had lasted for centuries before the advent of Islam. Fong Khar at Shigar is per-
haps the only secular building in Baltistan which displays this intersection, and exemplifies the influence of
cultural interaction with Kashmir at a very early stage.

In addition to these pivotal characteristics, Shigar fort contains a rich repository of traditional architec-
tural details which materialise typical living patterns and local culture. Examples of these are to be found
in the ubiquitous shahnashins (the traditional sleeping niches which are enclosed on three sides and par-
tially enclosed on the fourth side by multi-arched, wooden space dividers), in lamp niches and storage
taqchis hollowed out in the thickness of walls. To add immensely to its age-significance and sensory charm,
carved and plain timbers from prior times and from earlier buildings have been reused in many places all
over the building. 

The building fabric of Shigar fort comprises variations of the traditional Baltistani construction technique,
as presented in chapter . The elements of the earliest phases, which tend to occur in the lower floors, use
heavier construction material and are thicker in section, with the walls tending to exceed sixty centimetres

Fig. . The south elevation (Module ) of Shigar fort sitting on the platform built around the rock.





in width. These differ markedly from the lighter construction
of the uppermost floors, undoubtedly of later construction,
where in some instances the window openings are filled with
wooden lattice jali screens, or windows styled after British colo-
nial exemplars, or both. Similarly, certain strong formal ele-
ments of the Kashmiri palace type, such as the half-octagonal
jharoq balcony (fig. ) on the upper floor pavilion in Module
II appear, like the numerous instances of jali work, to be emu-
lating buildings of the eighteenth century or thereafter.

In structural terms, the traditional cator and cribbage cage sys-
tem is consistently used in all parts of the building (figs. ,
), including the outer walls of more recent components. The
wall infill in the oldest parts of the building is rubble stone ma-
sonry, exposed on the exterior, and attractively laid in mud mor-
tar. The infill material changes from stone to adobe blocks as
one moves from the oldest to the more recent buildings. Wattle
and daub, with the wattle constructed of wet branches of shaq
(weeping willow) is another technique used as non-structural
lightweight partitions. It is found in many rooms of the fort, at
times suggesting connections to building components that do
not exist any longer. The lightness of this form of walls is used
effectively to create small cellular spaces.

PLANNING FOR THE SHIGAR FORT RESIDENCE

At the time when the Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) /
Aga Khan Cultural Service-Pakistan (AKCS-P) took over the
site, the main fort building was an almost complete ruin. A
large part of Module I had collapsed. The roofs of its first floor
rooms were non existent. Some of the rooms of Module II were
being used by servants as living spaces and as cattle pens, even
though much of the structure had failed and the building was
bulging out precariously on the south side. The second floor
rooms were missing their roofs.

The main entrance door (fig. ), cut into the east wall of the
former audience hall of Module I on top of the platform, was
accessed by an earthen ramp that had been built by filling up
earth over the formerly exposed rock. This earth fill appears to

Figs. , . Above, the entrance door cut at a later stage into the eastern wall 
of the audience hall, at the level of the raised platform. Below, the boulder
around which the platform was built, as well as the reinstated original entrance 
on the ground level (the later entrance is still visible as a framed window 
on the upper floor wall in fig. ).





Figs. -. Elevations and sections of Shigar fort/palace. Above, the eastern elevation as found; middle, the western elevation 
in restored condition; below, the north-south section through Modules I and II as found.





have happened at an early time in the life of the fort and had
resulted in the old ground-floor entrance through the north-
eastern defensive tower being closed up. This original loca-
tion of the entrance (fig. ) at the foot of the giant boulder
underpinning the fort was rediscovered during restoration
work and the tower was cleared of debris in order to rein-
state the original vertical connection. 

The walls in the north-eastern corner of the audience hall
were obscured behind a crude winding staircase (fig. )
formed of a massive fill of earth and stone boulders. The
mass of this overburden played a useful role in keeping the
cantilevered radial floor beams tied down by sheer gravita-
tional force. It was only when this earth and rock overbur-
den was removed that the full artistic value of the interior of
the audience hall was revealed. 

Shigar fort in its ‘received’ state was an old, abandoned and
neglected building that had undergone many changes. But
it also came to us as a wonderfully preserved statement of its
age and historicity. Centuries of oil lamps and coal fires had
left layers of caked soot on the stones and timbers of the
walls, covered over by decades of dust on the ceiling tim-
bers. As the dirt was cleared from some of these old sur-
faces, they revealed the rich layering of human use. 

Conserving and restoring this ruined building without any
particular reuse in mind would have raised many questions difficult to resolve. Which earlier state to take
as the reference? How to restore missing pieces and what uses to allocate to the many rooms? How to en-
sure income and proper maintenance for the restored building? To some extent, these issues also applied
to Baltit fort. But Baltit fort did not offer the same adaptive reuse potential, its state of conservation was
superior and its economic viability as a museum was higher because of the greater numbers of tourists
visiting Hunza. To establish the future use of the Shigar palace – which had to inform all subsequent
planning and design procedures – a range of choices had to be investigated and confronted with given
conservation constraints. The emerging opportunities were strongly conditioned as much by social and
economic factors as by architectural and artistic considerations, and, not least, by the requirements of in-
ternational norms in conservation. 

Social and economic factors
The project provided a perfect opportunity to act as a catalyst for comprehensive improvement of the local
economy, by generating direct and indirect employment opportunities. Situated in the immediate proxim-
ity of a poor and unskilled village population, it was thought the Shigar Fort Residence project could raise
the quality of life in the villages surrounding it, and boost economic enterprises in the bazaar area. This

Figs. , . Two phases of restoration work around 
the courtyard on the upper platform. Above, Module I 
(left) and Module II (background) practically as found. 
Below, the upper floor reconstruction of Module I well 
under way, the extension of the ground-floor audience 
hall to its original size almost completed, and the upper 
floor of Module II fully completed.





process was to be accompanied by a proactive village upgrading and rehabilitation programme in which
micro-finance played an important role (see chapter ). 

The idea of promoting a new type of environmentally conscious cultural tourism (see chapter ) was de-
cisive for the reuse design of Shigar fort, both in terms of providing new opportunities to local residents
and of ensuring financial self-sustainability for the restored building. In contrast to Hunza, Baltistan has
so far been much less exposed to the tourism industry. The somewhat specialised international tourism here
has been focussed on trekking and mountaineering. It has affected Shigar only indirectly, even though Shi-
gar happens to lie on the main route from Skardu to the Baltoro glacier, K and other Karakoram peaks.
With little commerce related to tourism, and the resulting lack of pressures on land, the Shigar context was
relatively untouched by any major conflict between heritage and development. It was consequently pos-
sible to put in place mechanisms linked to social and economic development for appropriate management
of cultural, scenic and environmental resources prior to the onset of the pressures of tourism. The estab-
lishment of a wide-ranging local institutional base before the commencement of tourism promotion pro-
grammes in the region was part of this strategy (see chapter  in this book). 

Architectural and artistic evaluation
At an early stage of the project, the building’s architectural values were carefully assessed, so that functions
adapted to each of its components and its original use could be selected and fine-tuned in accordance with
each room’s specific character. The spaces of Module I, as revealed during the clean-up and structural con-

Fig. . Completed restoration of Modules I and II, with the new external wall of the audience hall (left) rebuilt 
on the old foundations (see also fig. ), and a new external stairway leading to the upper floor.





solidation process, were formal and relatively spacious, reflecting some of the importance attached to their
former courtly function. Considering their exquisite carved wooden elements and the cultural and historic
significance of these details, it became clear that this artistic treasure needed to be appropriately displayed
and celebrated. The rooms in Module II and Module III presented another situation. They were much
more numerous, closely packed and accessible through vertical connections (both for circulation and for
servicing), reflecting their use as family living spaces and sleeping chambers and pointing to a similar po-
tential reuse. In almost all parts of the fort buildings, the charm of the old rooms and the surviving archi-
tectural detail and other historic elements had to be preserved, displayed and enhanced in conjunction with
an acceptable level of present-day use.

International conservation principles
Basic conservation norms as enunciated in international conservation charters such as the Venice Charter
(), the Burra Charter (, ), the Nara Document on Authenticity (), the International
Cultural Tourism Charter () and the Charter on the Built Vernacular Heritage () were used as
the reference for arriving at the decisions that led to the final conservation project. Care was taken to iden-
tify original use, to adhere to that use or adopt a new use compatible with the original use so that there was
minimal impact on the cultural significance of the building. In most cases, the proposed use tends to rep-
resent past use. In cases where the new use precludes a more direct illustration, then the appointment and
decor of the heritage element was designed to adumbrate an earlier use.

The adaptive reuse concept
The conclusions defining the conservation and reuse modalities of Shigar fort/palace were reached af-
ter analysing the above-mentioned opportunities and constraints and considering a productive interac-
tion between them. Thus the reuse concept for Shigar Fort Residence strikes a balance between, on the
one hand, a museal site and, on the other, a very special resort-type guest house offering the unique ex-
perience of authentic guest rooms in a historic palace. The combined function of this residential retreat
and museum was achieved by a well articulated concept, allocating specific uses to specific areas of the
fort complex (figs. -). The museum character of the palace is concentrated in the reception area
and the partly reconstructed audience hall in Module I of the historic fort/palace (figs. , ), where
a permanent exhibit of Baltistan’s wooden and architectural ornament is located; most of the residential
functions have been located in Modules II and III, considering their specific architectural and spatial
characteristics (figs. -). 

However, a certain overlap of functions exists. The large rooms located on the south-eastern corner on all
three floors of Module II feature significant architectural elements and artefacts and can become part of a
museum tour when they are not rented out. These rooms were the raja’s personal residential space and were
used seasonally, the uppermost room (fig. ) serving as an airy summer pavilion. The so-called rani’s
(queen’s) room in the south-west corner shares this dual role. Other guest rooms in Module II vary in size
and accommodation and although somewhat plainer in appearance, carry considerable historic charm
(figs. , ). Meanwhile, in Module III, which was the part of least architectural and historic impor-
tance, the conservation interventions have tended to reinforce the value of characteristic architectural ele-
ments such as the triple-arched separating screens used to frame shahnashins (fig. ).





The Old House (figs. -; pl. ), located at
the entrance to the compound, was redesigned and
converted to cater for service functions. A small
room in the south-eastern corner of the building,
directly facing the entrance to the site, serves as the
first reception. Inside, the building accommodates
a ground-floor restaurant with outdoor sitting
space, an upper-floor lounge with a deep veranda
overlooking the stream, a kitchen, a meeting room
and administration facilities.

Opposite the Old House, the Garden House (a
modern building with indifferent architectural qual-
ities) has been refurbished and extended to offer sev-
en additional guest rooms. Most of the rooms sit on
a raised plinth and overlook the Amacha garden
which adds to their attractiveness. The rooms in the
Garden House are generally larger, and are offered as
a more conventional alternative to the historic rooms
in the fort building proper. 

The various types and qualities of accommodation
offered will enable the complex to cater for different
tastes and types of clients. Within the fort/palace,
there is a differentiation between rooms carrying
higher architectural and historical value and a nobler
history of occupation, and simpler rooms. Higher
prices for the best historic rooms in the fort will re-
duce wear on the most precious parts of the build-
ing; lower rents for smaller and simpler rooms will achieve the intensity of occupation necessary to ensure
a sustainable operation and maintenance of the building.

IMPLEMENTING THE PROJECT

The adaptive reuse concept for the fort was conceptually refined in the documentation phase of the pro-
ject, during which a series of detailed surveys was initiated – the necessary prerequisite for the analysis of
the structural and architectural issues faced by the monument. These surveys involved careful investigation
and recording of the buildings, supported by photographic documentation, and included a complete sur-
vey of the site as a whole. Scaffolding was erected to enable access to the higher reaches of the external walls
during the construction period, and to enable immediate and emergency structural stabilisation.

Although the foundation base of the fort building was still adequate, no doubt on account of the massive
masonry structure of which the platform was constructed, the buildings that had been built above it ex-
hibited various degree of structural failure. The roof structures of the uppermost storeys of the buildings

Figs. , . The eastern wing (Module I) before restoration, 
seen from the inner courtyard, and after restoration, seen from 
outside. In the upper photograph, the later wall which had cut 
the old audience room into half has been removed 
(see also figs. -). 





had collapsed and the timbers had either been removed or were still lying in the collapsed earth of the roof
structure. Water had washed away much of the masonry (either mud blocks or stone masonry laid in an
earthen mortar); the timber cribbage and cators and other framing elements had become loose in these up-
per storeys, and a substantial part of the wooden structural elements and wooden pegs that secured these in
place had either rotted away or had been victims of boring insects. Plaster renders and mortars had detached
and fallen away. 

The structural consolidation and conservation of the building (carried out under the leadership of Richard
Hughes) comprised several kinds of interventions. These were largely concentrated in the building super-

Figs. -. Above, the old central pillar ‘buried’ in the more recent, poorly constructed infill wall, and highlighted in its original 
position in the restored audience hall. Below, the audience hall before restoration and expansion back to its original size. 
In the rear, the opening of the later entrance cut into the eastern wall (fig. ) is visible. To the right, the capital on a corner pillar 
indicates that the hall continued to the right into the present courtyard.





structure where almost all deteriorated walls were opened up, and in certain instances realigned, both ver-
tically and horizontally. Timbers that had rotted away or had been attacked by boring insects were identi-
fied and replaced. Anti-rot and insect repellent treatment was provided for the entire exposed timber struc-
ture. Timbers were pegged down again, particularly where the original pegs had rotted. Infill material
(stone or earth block masonry) and wall renders were reconstituted where required, to accord with the ori-
ginal material.

Except the northern tower, where the structure had nearly failed, the extant structure of Module I was found
in relatively sound condition. A small amount of masonry work was reconstituted taking care that unren-
dered good condition surviving stone masonry on the outer face of the historic walls was left undisturbed.
Any portions of this kind of masonry that were added were made to differ from the old masonry by using
subtle differences in stone sizes and the rhythm of the random stone pieces. The earth and stone overbur-
den in the floor of the main audience hall was removed. This opened up the full space of the audience hall,
and enabled the heavy timber cantilevers that formed the base of the Module I structure to be tied down in-
to the stone fill behind the cyclopean masonry by means of stainless steel ropes and clamps anchored into
concrete abutments.

Some of the old roof structures on the main (ground) floor of Module I were in relatively sound condi-
tion, but most floor and roof structures had to be taken apart and rebuilt so that they behaved again as stiff
plates. In certain instances, fire damaged timbers were replaced. Inferior quality spanning joists installed
in recent times in what remained of the main audience hall in Module I were replaced with beams and
rafters made to accord with originals that remained in place or with evidence of original elements. Roofs
were built up in the traditional layered manner above the spanning beams and rafters, with the ceiling made
from the round willow branches that served in the original as the spanning elements between the rafters;
water-proofing membranes of the traditional hali (birch-bark) were used.

Figs. , . Left, the restored audience hall with the old central pillar once more serving as the focal point of the room. 
Right, the new outer wall of the audience hall in its old position, rebuilt on the old foundations made visible by a lighting slot.





ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

In deference to the fort as a unique historic structure, important choices had to be made regarding the ex-
tent to which the received state of the building should be modified in terms of conservation and presenta-
tion. Some of these choices were based on the needs to extend the life of the building and to enable the pro-
jected reuse to take place. The most significant decisions, however, related to the search for authenticity, that
is, basing the restoration on evidence of original location and the original shape of significant elements.
This sort of evidence revealed itself in several stages – initially during the documentation phase, and then
during the structural consolidation process of the building, when the floors of the open space on the de-
fensive platform were dug up to reveal the pattern of the original foundation walls, or when in the audience
hall a later roof structure was opened up and the marks of original structural elements were found. With
the removal of fallen debris from the collapsed structure, a focussed examination of the building and its vari-
ous components shed light on key elements of its former structure that had remained hidden under the de-
bris. Apart from lending strength to the analysis of the structure of the building and its behaviour, these
progressive discoveries also led to a more solid assessment of individual architectural and ornamental com-
ponents, their history, their aesthetic and affective qualities, and how these were to be interpreted.

Although the utmost care was exercised in not compromising the characteristics representing the stages
through which the building had passed, in certain cases choices had to be made on the basis of architec-
tural and artistic worth between higher order (and older) elements on the one hand, and on other lower-
value, temporary or more recent elements that were found to have covered up or partially replaced the earl-
ier elements. An example is the relocation of the main entrance door (see above) which was moved to its

Figs. -. Ground floor (below) and upper floor (above) of the Old House, showing, left, conditions as found, and right, 
the adaptive reuse plans after conversion into a restaurant facility. The Old House now features a kitchen and a restaurant 
(opening on to a garden terrace) on the ground floor, and a lounge, conference room, the manager’s office 
and an outdoor sitting veranda on the upper floor.





original location in the north-eastern defensive tower. This recreated the authentic early entrance system,
paving the way for the reinstatement of the audience hall.

Interventions in Module I, which is at the core of the heritage value of the complex, were limited to reliev-
ing or replacing weak structural members, to completing as found elements, such as the framing of the rooms,
and to replacing a missing exterior wall above the uncovered original foundation structures, in order to re-
store the spatial impact of what must have been the old audience hall. New additions completing or recon-
structing a broken off or adjacent piece were always kept distinct from the authentic original elements.

More extensive interpretive interventions have tended to be concentrated in those parts of the building that
had lower authenticity and artistic merit. In the case of those portions of the building that suffered exten-
sive loss, such as roofs or major sections of walls (as in the uppermost storey of Module II), reconstruction
was limited to the parts that were only partially incomplete. In such cases the authenticity of the recon-
struction was achieved based on the existing examples within the fort, or by referring to the traditional build-
ing practices in the area. Portions that were completely lost were not reconstructed, even though photo-
graphic evidence of their earlier presence existed – for example in the case of the western section of the
upper floor of Module II, which has not been rebuilt, but is indicated by the contours of a sit-out terrace.

Figs. -. Exterior and interior views of the Old House after its conversion. Above, outside view of the building from the entrance 
of the Shigar fort complex (with reception counter in the corner) and view of the lounge on the upper floor. 
Below, a view from the upper veranda of the lounge on to the river (left) and a view of the ground-floor restaurant at night.



Figs. -. Plans of the three 
upper levels of Shigar palace 
(above the platform) after restoration 
and conversion into a guest residence. 
(North is to the left.)

SECOND UPPER FLOOR:

The raja’s most representative and most ornate 
living rooms, all in Module II, occupy the
south-eastern corner of the building, one on
top of the other. They overlook the entrance to
the complex (fig. ) and face both the river
and the Amacha garden. The highest of them,
on the second floor, contains a bay window
(fig. ) characterising the palaces of Bal-
tistan. The south-western corner of Module II 
was too dilapidated to attempt a reconstruction 
and is now used as an open terrace.

. The raja’s room (fig. ) now part 
of a suite, to be equipped with
traditional furniture

. Bedroom
. Terrace

FIRST UPPER FLOOR:

This floor is composed of an eastern wing
above the entry tower and part of the extended 
audience hall (all part of Module I) and of a
southern wing forming part of Module II. The
eastern wing has a new access via an open stair-
case from the courtyard (fig. ). The south-
ern wing is accessed via an old internal stair-
case at the southern end of the courtyard.

. Bedroom facing Amacha garden (fig. )
. Suite in entrance tower
. Terrace above main entrance hall, 

linked to courtyard by outer stairs
. The raja’s first-floor suite (fig. )

with shahnashin
. Vestibule with three individual rooms

UPPER GROUND FLOOR:

The fort/palace is entered through a new stair-
case inside the north-eastern watchtower, start-
ing from the lower ground level at the foot of
the projecting rock (fig. ). The bent ves-
tibule gives access to the audience hall and to
the courtyard, from where the other rooms can
be reached.

. Landing of entry staircase
. Vestibule
. Audience hall, now museum, enlarged 

to its original size (fig. )
. The raja’s ground-floor suite 

with shahnashin
. Vestibule with three individual rooms, 

including the rani’s room 
in the south-eastern corner

. Palace mosque
. Module III with two guest rooms (fig. )
. Old kitchen
. Courtyard/terrace








































The design of the residential facility is based on the potential offered by the cellular typology of the archi-
tecture, particularly as found in the residential sections in Modules II and III, which lend themselves ad-
mirably to individual guest room units. The emphasis on authenticity has helped maintain the historic char-
acter and enhance the rarity value of the rooms. Functional characteristics of some of the old rooms have
been used to facilitate the introduction of modern amenities, so that the burden of intervention is minimised.
The bathrooms, which involved considerable plumbing and mechanical engineering, have been sited in
locations with identical, albeit primitive historic functions, using the same vertical connections which had



Figs. -. Six interior views of restored and reused rooms in the fort/palace. For reference, refer to legends on p. .



earlier functioned as a system of composting
chambers. The interconnected and accessible
underground spaces contain the modern wa-
ter supply and waste water disposal systems.
As such, all the piped network and the venti-
lation system of the bathrooms are capable of
being reversed/removed without altering the
historic core of the structure. The finishings
in the bathrooms are the only allowance made
to the demands of present-day life, but care
has been taken that these finishings and fix-
tures stand clear of the historic fabric.

All new staircases have been executed in an
idiom representing present-day architectural
values and technology. Yet they were designed

in sympathy with the articulated earthquake resisting characteristics of the old fabric; steel components
manufactured in Skardu and Shigar also bring the not-very-refined quality of local steel fabrication.

Wherever possible, old surfaces in walls, ceilings and floors were conserved in the as-received materials,
which often meant consolidating loose or detached elements in situ, in their as-found state. Where the sur-
faces were redone again, they were finished in their original treatment. In the case of ceilings which had not
remained, and for which there was no evidence, new ceilings are carefully interpreted versions of ceilings
in similar situations found elsewhere in the buildings. The wooden floors in the guest rooms are the only
exception to this rule, necessitated in view of the special needs of the reuse function. In all other spaces, in-
cluding the audience hall, the main reception area, in the open spaces and in verandas, the floor treatment
has followed the authentic earthen floors.

Services
The projected needs of clean water had to be seen in relationship to the overall need of clean water for the
neighbouring villages as well as the fort premises. Accordingly, a water filtration plant was designed and
built at a discrete location at the bottom of the cliffs to the east. Water from here is gravity fed to two under
ground reservoirs in the north garden. The water supply system is kept under pressure by means of auto-
matic relay-started pumps, which keep an overhead reservoir filled with about five thousand gallons of wa-
ter for emergency purposes.

Although electric power is available from the local hydro-electric station, located some half a kilometre up-
stream in the nullah gorge, standby generators will provide the Shigar fort complex with the excess elec-
tricity needed for running the facility. This arrangement makes the Shigar fort complex completely inde-
pendent of the public electricity supply for fairly long durations of time.

The Shigar fort complex has been provided with a high standard of electrification and lighting, and care
has been taken to make its electrical services environmentally friendly. The lighting is subdued and func-



Fig. . General view of the fort/palace complex from the entrance 
(after restoration), with the Old House to the left 
and the Garden House to the right (compare fig. ).



Legend:

. Main entrance to the complex (fig. )
. Footprint of the rock and the raised platform 

under Shigar fort
. Entrance to the fort from ground level (fig. )
. Amacha Tsar (garden)
. Baradari pavilion (fig. )
. Pool around the baradari, surrounded by flower beds
. Restaurant in the Old House
. Pergola and outdoor dining 
. Burapi Tsar (garden)

. Cherry garden (continues to the left)
. Entrance/lobby for Garden House rooms
. Raja’s mosque

Fig. . Site plan of the Shigar fort/palace 
complex showing the various components.





























Fig. . Bathroom (left) and ventilation shaft 
being built as light infill construction 
(to be plastered over) in one of the rooms.



tional, yet dramatically effective when the function so requires. Low lighting levels tend not only to be suit-
able for a historic setting, but reduce energy consumption. Lighting fixtures are simple and efficient, a sig-
nificant number of them using energy-saving fluorescent lamps. A small circuit based on solar cells will
illuminate the garden paths at night.

A disaggregated system of mechanical ventilation has been introduced, comprising in the main up-draft
centrifugal exhaust fans located on roof tops. The system ventilates the kitchens and the bathrooms, and
indirectly the occupied spaces (fig. ). The two bathrooms in Module III, however, use an in-line
blower type fan system, which discharges through the main wall on the western side.

INTERIOR DESIGN, EQUIPMENT AND FURNISHING OF THE BUILDING

The challenge for the interior design and furnishing of Shigar fort Residence (handled in cooperation
with Shenaz Ismail) was to reconcile the
spirit and ambience of a historic building
with a sympathetic, yet demanding, reuse
function. The rooms of the restored Shi-
gar fort, in their function as displayed
conserved heritage and as a residence for
guests, reflect this dual task. Original fea-
tures such as bed niches, woodcarvings,
screens, and so on, have been conserved
and displayed as an integral component
of the decor. The several shahnashins in the

Figs. , . The raja’s top-floor living room (with projecting balcony) during restoration 
and restored jali frames in one of its windows.





bedrooms, for example, are available as extra sleeping spaces and
can also be used as traditional sit-in spaces. Earthen plaster ren-
ders on the walls have been lightened up by a muted lime wash.
The timber floors in the guest room have a utilitarian function,
even though they bring the warmth and richness of fine local wal-
nut and apricot woods. Interior lighting is adequate for most mod-
ern needs, with accent lighting dramatically displaying specific
features of the rooms, such as old niches, wooden carvings, ex-
posed stone masonry work, ancient ceilings, and so on. In the
inserted modern bathrooms, walls have been finished in plain
polished marble tiles, glassed-in shower stalls and high quality
ceramic ware and fittings.

Furniture is sparse, restrained and carefully chosen to defer to the
historic qualities of the interior spaces. As far as possible, timber
furniture was designed and manufactured by AKCS-P architects
and craftsmen on the Shigar fort site (fig. ). Additional light
rattan furniture, particularly for the lounge and dining room in the
Old House, was custom-produced in Karachi to the team’s speci-
fications. Soft furnishings have played an important part in achiev-
ing the intended visual coherence inside Shigar Fort Residence.
Hand-woven items featured in the guest rooms include the local
chharra rugs for floors, felt namdas (a traditional type of rustic car-
pet almost died out) used as wall hangings, as well as blankets made from local wool and using natural dies
from local vegetable sources. The chharras and namda rugs were made in Shigar, while the blankets were wo-
ven in Karachi by Shigar craftsmen on very basic four-frame handlooms. Their production was linked to
the current revival of Shigar’s traditional crafts promoted by the AKCS-P and local partner institutions. Pro-
fessional and technical inputs for design and manufacturing, as well as the training of local craftsmen, were
provided by the Department of Textile Design of the Indus valley School of Art and Architecture in
Karachi, under the direction of Shehnaz Ismail. 

Other textile items have also been produced by craftsmen from other parts of Pakistan. Quilted bed covers
were specially produced by Sindhi craftswomen. Cotton bed covers and the cotton upholstery items used
all over Shigar Fort Residence were woven in the Indus valley studios, with custom-designed fabric con-
struction. Some of these have traditional running stitch embroidery also executed by Sindhi women. The
windows are furnished with specially designed woven cotton and bamboo blinds.

All in all, the careful reuse of important historic interiors and the contribution of authentic local crafts,
combined with a ‘didactic’ conservative approach and very selective restoration of missing features, will
provide the future guest/visitor with a unique experience, to be found nowhere else in Pakistan. It is hoped
that the Shigar Fort Residence, after its opening to the public in spring , will find enthusiastic cus-
tomers who can appreciate the exceptional quality of the site and the building.

Fig. . Staircase and corridor on the first floor 
of Module , with locally woven carpets 
on the floor.





1 The marked similarity between this structure and the remains
of Khar-e-Dong on the top of the cliffs to the east suggests a shar-
ing of semantic and historic content.
2 The photographs were provided by Raja Mohammad Ali
Saba, who is the source for a significant amount of the infor-
mation presented here. Raja Saba, now in his eighties, has al-
so stated that his father died when he was a small child and that
he could not say with any certainty whether there was anything
else that existed here before the pool or the pavilion were built,
or whether the building of the pavilion could have been a ma-
jor reconstruction. Among his other recollections are a build-
ing that housed sericulture activities, known as the sikkimkhang,
which existed in the part of the Amacha Tsar to the north of
the present water tank.
3 A. H. Dani, History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, Islamabad,
National Institute of Historical and Cultural Research, :
p.  ff. Amacha is thought to have been derived from the San-
skrit amatya, meaning a wazir.

4 Available cultural artefacts include a rich tradition of stone
cooking and serving vessels. But pottery appears to have been
dead beyond memory.
5 Mohammad Saleh Kamboh, Shahjahannama, Amal-e-Saleh,
copy of Persian manuscript in the Punjab Public Library, La-
hore; cf. Dani, ibid. in note  here, p.  and note p. .
6 Hasan Khan had sought asylum in Delhi from the persecu-
tion of Abdal Khan, the ruler of Skardu, who had had all
eleven of Hasan Khan’s siblings assassinated. Dani, ibid. in
note  here, p. .
7 This refers to New Kharmang fort. Old Kharmang fort (fig.
) has now been disassembled and its carved wooden ele-
ments, containing archaic stylised ornament, have been on sale
in the Skardu bazaar. It existed on an elevated site and may
be distinguished from the newer building, which was built to
the Kashmiri prototype on the floor of the valley in Khar-
mang probably sometime in the second half of the nineteenth
century.


